Arlt™

A complete family for text & display settings, equipped with many contextual sorts, delicate & comfortable to read, full of expressive details.
Arlt is composed of 26 fonts grouped into subfamilies.
Roberto Arlt, Argentinean writer from early 20th century wrote some very original novels all of which ‘Siete locos’ (‘Seven Madmen’) is perhaps the most celebrated piece. The Arlt type family is based on his oeuvre. It has a Baroque style interpreted with an expressionist, contemporary flair. This means the type is full of intense contrasts and vivid, expressive feelings.

(Arlt Blanca, Gris, Negra, SuperNegra plus italics and small caps 36/44pt.)
Having an expressive spirit, Arlt builds a flowing rhythm that is appropriate for literature setting. Arlt (text) includes romans, italics, & smallcaps in 4 weights.

Huelga de abejorros!

abeñostzflq

Reggh ñtkuq

18 totziles, 24 tzeltales

Jaraneros & Jazzeros
The Arlt Título set has five elegant fonts, including an open face named Arlt Título Hueca.

LA ZARZAMORA

148 Classic Playwrights

Une pizza pour la table 26

Buenos Aires city

RUFIANES & MALANDRAS
With an ironic naming, Arlt Deco is the ornamental set.

Arlt Deco 1
Arlt Deco 2

Arlt, a complete family for text & display

Was prized at the Creative Review Type Design Contest, London
Based on the Arlt text fonts, **Arlt 7 Locos** is a series of seven carefully destroyed fonts, inspired by the ‘Lunfardo’ argot spoken by the characters of the novel ‘The Seven Madmen’.

(combined Arlt 7 Locos fonts, 32/32 pt.)
Arlt Lanzallamas is a dynamic, living font. It makes the text change its form as you type in. A unique font that works in every OT-sensitive app.

(Arlt Lanzallamas Irregular 32/32 pt.)
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It has an expressionist style interpreted with a contemporary flair.
Arlt, a type system of 26 fonts
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